
The circuit in Figure 1 efficiently
monitors common digital-
audio signals. One format for

such signals is the Audio Engineering So-
ciety (AES) 44.1- or 48-kHz standard.
Typically, the data consists of a serial data
stream with a data rate of approximate-
ly 1 Mbps. A lower frequency pulse in-
terspersed in the data stream synchro-
nizes data frames every 16 to 20 data bits.
The amplitude of the data and sync puls-
es is 3 to 12V p-p, with one cycle of an
ac wave representing each bit. The signals
are on a two-wire cable that you can iso-
late from ground by using signal trans-
formers or capacitors. Several other data-
transmission standards use a similar data
format. An oscilloscope does not reliably
trigger on such a waveform; thus, trou-
bleshooting and signal tracing such sys-
tems is difficult. The circuit in Figure 1
is passive and small and uses no power
supplies. You can keep it in a toolbox,
ready for instant use.

The two diodes and associated capac-
itors form a voltage doubler to provide a
bias voltage of approximately 22 to
210V. The 2-mA LED connects between
one of the signal lines and this bias volt-
age. Whenever the signal-line voltage ex-
ceeds approximately 1.5V, the LED turns
on. At a data rate of nearly 1 MHz, the
LED appears to continuously glow when
good data is present. The LED’s intensi-
ty is proportional to the peak-to-peak

voltage level, so you can easily observe
low or high voltage levels. Intermittent
levels, crosstalk, or interference on the
signal causes the LED to flicker. The LED
circuit is differential and measures the
voltage levels between the two signal
lines. Common-mode ground noise or
hum do not affect the LED’s display. The
voltage doubler is an efficient way to in-
crease the sensitivity of the LED without
an additional power supply.

The two coupling capacitors sample
the high-frequency data waveform but
reject any low-frequency common-mode
noise or hum. You can display the data
waveform on an oscilloscope to more

closely inspect the wave shape. The 15-
kV resistor and 100-pF capacitor form a
simple but effective filter to detect the
sync bit in the data stream. You feed this
sync bit to the external sync input of the
oscilloscope, resulting in a stable display
of the data frame. The coupling capaci-
tors avoid creating a ground loop be-
tween the signal lines and the grounded,
shielded input of the oscilloscope. You
can readily monitor data amplitude,
waveshape, and activity of individual bits
with the oscilloscope. (DI #2482)

Passive circuit monitors AES data
Wayne Sward, Bountiful, UT
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A passive circuit gives a good indication of data activity on digital-audio lines.

At times, a mC must read a large
number of DIP switches, such as for
system identification, bus-address

setup, manual configuration, or other
purposes. However, the available number
of I/O lines is sometimes not enough to

assign a switch to each one. You can use
multiplexer ICs to share one I/O port
with multiple switches, but they compli-
cate the circuit, dissipate additional pow-
er, and consume precious board real es-
tate. Figure 1 shows a method of multi-

plexing 32 DIP switches using only 12 I/O
pins and eight pullup resistors. Four 8-bit
DIP switches connect in parallel to a sin-
gle 8-bit I/O port. A pullup resistor on
each port pin defaults the input to a high
state; a switch closure pulls the input to

mmC multiplexes DIP switches to I/O port
Gregory Willson, ACS Defense Inc, Warrenton, VA
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